Introduction
The CPR|Check® is a noval, non-invasiv sensor system for detecting cardiac arrest. Attached to the jugular region, the sensor detects and analyses respiration and pulse. Within 10 seconds the sensor makes a recommendation whether resuscitation should be performed or not. Specifically for use within the CPR|Check®, a novel 1-point vital signs detection based on a non-linear oscillating circuit has been developed. In recent years, some studies regarding the sensitivity and specificity of the CPR|Check® were carried out [1, 2] . But some of the characteristics of the new technology have yet to be explored. One is the so called "cut off", which means the smallest arterial blood pressure amplitude (systolic ABP -diastolic ABP) at which a measurement of pulse with the CPR|Check® is still possible.
Methods
The CPR|Check® was placed at the jugular region of patients who underwent heart surgery with cardiopulmonary bypass. At 45 Patients the CPR|Check®-signal as well as arterial blood pressure were recorded during period of cardiopulmonary bypass. Besides the visual detection of pulse waves within the CPR|Check®-signal a magnitude squared coherence (based on cross-power spectral density functions calculated according to welsh) of CPR|Check-signal and arterial blood pressure has been calculated [3] .
Results
During period of cardiopulmonary bypass the amplitude of arterial blood pressure is located in an interval of about 3 to 10 mmHg. In all 45 cases, a pulse wave was visible in CPR|Check®-signal. Moreover, the magnitude squared coherence function showed maxima (0.75 or higher) located at the pulse rate (calculated from the arterial pressure reference) and its harmonics.
Conclusion
A derivation of a pulse wave by CPR|Check® is possible even with very low blood pressure amplitudes of about 3mmHg. So, the so called cut-off is located at < 3mmHg. Because of that small value, it seems reasonable to conjecture that a cut-off does not exist.
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